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ABSTRACT: Cellular force regulates many types of cell
mechanics and the associated physiological behaviors.
Recent evidence suggested that cell motion with left−right
(LR) bias may be the origin of LR asymmetry in tissue
architecture. As actomyosin activity was found essential in
the process, it predicts a type of cellular force that
coordinates the development of LR asymmetry in tissue
formation. However, due to the lack of appropriate platform, cellular force with LR bias has not yet been found. Here we
report a nanowire magnetoscope that reveals a rotating forcetorqueexerted by cells. Ferromagnetic nanowires were
deposited and internalized by micropatterned cells. Within a uniform, horizontal magnetic field, the nanowires that initially
aligned with the magnetic field were subsequently rotated due to the cellular torque. We found that the torque is LR-biased
depending on cell types. While NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and human vascular endothelial cells exhibited counterclockwise
torque, C2C12 myoblasts showed torque with slight clockwise bias. Moreover, an actin ring composed of transverse arcs
and radial fibers was identified as a major factor determining the LR bias of cellular torque, since the disruption of actin
ring by biochemical inhibitors or elongated cell shape abrogated the counterclockwise bias of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Our
finding reveals a LR-biased torque of single cells and a fundamental origin of cytoskeletal chirality. More broadly, we
anticipate that our method will provide a different perspective on mechanics-related cell physiology and force transmission
necessary for LR propagation in tissue formation.

KEYWORDS: left−right asymmetry, cell mechanics, nanowire, micropatterning, torque

Mechanical forces between cells and microenviron-
ment regulate many physiological functions.1 For
example, flow-mediated shear stress induces changes

of endothelial cell morphology and differentiation.2,3 Using
micropatterning to control cell shape, remodeled cytoskeleton
was also found correlated with apoptosis,4 proliferation5 and
osteogenic differentiation.6 Notably, such physical stimuli
applied externally were found coupled with the force generated
by cells.7,8 Using arrays of elastomer microposts having
different elastic moduli, reports showed that stiffer microposts
can stimulate cells to exert greater contractile force,8−10 which
is positively correlated with the size of focal adhesion9,10 and
mediates the lineage commitment.9,11 Clearly, since cell
mechanics participates in many aspects of cell physiology, the
ability to characterize cellular force is crucially important.
Recently, a variety of cell mechanics was reported with left−

right (LR) asymmetry.12,13 Evidence was found in embryonic
development, such as blastomeres’ uneven distribution14 and
epithelium rotation of hindgut tube,15 and in culture, such as
cell alignment,16−18 migration,17,19 and cell−cell assembly.17 In
particular, actomyosin activity was found essential for such LR

asymmetric mechanics in both single cell level16,17,20,21 and
tissue/organ development.12,14,22−26 Because actomyosin activ-
ity is also associated with cellular force,9,10,27 it predicts a type
of cellular force that mediates the LR-biased mechanics and
eventually coordinates the formation of LR asymmetry in tissue
architecture. However, the existing platforms to characterize
cellular force, including traction microscopy,28−31 magnetic
attraction,7,8 atomic force microscopy,32 and arrays of elastomer
microposts,8−10 mainly focus on cell contractility. Due to the
lack of appropriate platform, cellular force with LR bias has yet
to be found.
Here we report a nanowire magnetoscope that reveals a

rotating forceLR-biased torqueexerted by cells. Ferromag-
netic nickel nanowires33−37 were deposited into cell culture
with a horizontal and uniform magnetic field externally applied
(Figure 1a). After internalized by cells, the nanowires that
originally aligned with the horizontal magnetic field were
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rotated owing to the torque generated by cells. This torque is
LR-biased depending on cell types. While NIH 3T3 mouse
fibroblasts and human vascular endothelial cells (hVECs)
exhibited counterclockwise (CCW) torque, C2C12 mouse
myoblasts showed a slight clockwise (CW)-biased torque.
Moreover, using the quantitatively measured torque and the
analysis of subcellular actin distribution, we found that an actin
ring composed of transverse arcs and radial fibers determines
the LR bias of the cellular torque. Together, our finding of LR-
biased cellular torque measured by the nanowire magnetoscope
offers an approach to reveal cell’s rotational force and a
fundamental framework to explain single cell’s LR asymmetry.
Moreover, as a different type of cellular force, it creates a
possibility to investigate mechanics-mediated cell physiology
and force transmission necessary for LR formation in tissue
development.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LR-Biased Cellular Torque Derived by Nanowire
Magnetoscope. Cells were cultured on micropatterned cell-
adherent islands with defined shapes to allow cells rotating at a
fixed position. After cell settlement, ferromagnetic nanowires
(Figure 1b) were deposited and spontaneously internalized by
the cells (Figure 1c).33−37 The internalization was validated
using confocal microscopy (Figure S1), and cells remained
viable (Figure S2). Notably, only single cells on cell-adherent
islands with single nanowires were analyzed. With a pair of
permanent magnet placed around the cell culture, a uniform,
horizontal magnetic field was created, with which nanowires
were first aligned (Figure 1a). Subsequently, the cells exerted a
torque against the magnetic alignment force, causing the
nanowires to orient with an angle CW or CCW deviating from

Figure 1. Working principle of the nanowire magnetoscope for characterizing cellular torque with LR bias. (a) The schematic of the nanowire
magnetoscope. The ferromagnetic nanowires were deposited into cells cultured on circular cell-adherent islands. With a uniform, horizontal
magnetic field applied externally, the ferromagnetic nanowires that first aligned with the magnetic field (solid) were subsequently internalized
and rotated (dashed) due to the cellular torque. (b) The nickel nanowires imaged by scanning electron microscope. (c) Phase contrast and
confocal microscopy of a single cell spreading on a circular pattern with a nanowire internalized. (d) Time-lapse microscopy tracing the
nanowire rotation in a 3-h duration. (e) Histogram of the cellular torque of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts based on the average of torque measured at
each snapshot within a single cell during the 3-h duration (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000 μm2). The percentages of cells with CW or CCW
torque were obtained from repeated experiments and compared by student t test (mean ± SD, P ≤ 0.0001). (f) The magnitude of torque of
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts by averaging the absolute torque of all snapshots in CW direction, |Tcw| (n = 757), or in CCW direction, |Tccw|, (n = 1259)
(mean ± SEM).
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the magnetic field (Figure 1a), allowing a quantitative
measurement of cellular torque.
We first tested whether cells were enabled to rotate with LR

bias in this setting. Nuclei of live NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were
stained with fluorescence to observe their rotational movement
(Figure S3a). The result showed that NIH 3T3 fibroblasts had
a slight CCW bias in their angular velocity (Figure S3b).
Interestingly, after nanowire internalization, the nucleus
rotation became slower and significantly biased in CCW
direction (Figure S3b,c), suggesting that the chirality was
provoked. Importantly, when cultured in the magnetic field (B⃗
= 30G) with a single nanowire internalized, the angular velocity
of nucleus remained CCW-biased (Figure S3b,c), suggesting
that the LR bias was unaffected by the applied magnetic field.
The nanowire magnetoscope was used to continuously track

the nanowire rotation and the associated torque (Figure 1d and
Movie S1). The rotational angle, θ, is defined positive for CW
and negative for CCW rotation (Figure 1a). Because the
moment of inertia of nanowires is negligible, the rotational
angle of each snapshot can be considered as the quasi-steady-
state, where the magnetic moment and the cellular torque can
be considered as in equilibrium. As such, the cellular torque was
measured according to τ ⃗ = μ⃗ × B⃗ = |μ⃗|·|B⃗|·sin θ, where τ ⃗ is the
magnetic torque, μ⃗ is the magnetic moment of the nanowire, B⃗
is the external magnetic field, and θ is the rotational angle of the
nanowire. Magnetic moment was estimated using the saturation
moment scaled with the nanowire length: |μ⃗|/L = 3.9 × 10−14

N·m/μm·T.35,36 Thus, after collecting the torque measured at
each snapshot of each single cell (example in Figure S4), the
LR bias of each cell can be seen by an average torque of
different time points within that single cell (Figure 1e), and the
overall magnitude can be quantified by the absolute torque of
all snapshots in CCW direction, |Tccw|, or CW direction, |Tcw|
(Figure 1f). We found that NIH 3T3 fibroblasts cultured on

circular islands (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000 μm2) exhibited a
CCW-biased torque (Figure 1e). This LR bias increased over
time, and appeared to be significant after cultured for 2−3 h
(Figure S5). The magnitude of the cellular torque fell in the
range of 300−350 aN·m for NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, in which |
Tccw| is slightly higher than |Tcw| (Figure 1f). Notably, the
cellular torque seems to be independent of the nanowire
location, though most nanowires intended to locate near the
centroid of cells (<60% of cell radius, Figure S6), suggesting
that the measured cellular torque is an overall behavior when
considering a single cell as a rotational unit.

LR-Biased Cellular Torque Is Cell-Type Dependent
and Associated with Other Types of LR Asymmetry. In
fact, the nanowire magnetoscope is a universal platform for
other adherent cells. Two more cell types, C2C12 mouse
myoblasts and hVECs, were tested. The results showed that
hVECs exhibited a CCW-biased torque, while C2C12
myoblasts showed a slight CW-biased torque, although it is
less statistically significant (Figure 2a,b). This cell-type
dependence was also reported in other types of LR
asymmetries, i.e., cell orientation16 and polarity,17 suggesting a
possibility that other types of LR-biased cell behavior may be
closely associated with this LR-biased torque. To validate it, we
studied the cell LR polarity and orientation for comparison. In
brief, cells were plated on alternating stripes of cell-adherent
(fibronectin) and cell-repellent (pluronic) substrates. Previ-
ously we have learned that cells near the stripe boundary would
accumulate their stress fibers, which were found essential to
activate the LR bias in cell polarity.16,17 The cell polarity was
defined by the location of pericentrin relative to the nucleus
centroid, and classified as Right Out, Right In, Left Out, and
Left In of cells adjacent to the substrate boundary (Figure 2c).
The result showed that NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, which exhibited
CCW-biased torque, had a rightward bias in their polarity

Figure 2. LR-based cellular torque and polarity depending on cell types. (a) Histogram of the cellular torque of human vascular endothelial
cells (hVECs), and C2C12 myoblasts (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000 μm2), and the percentages of cells with CW or CCW bias (mean ± SD, P
≤ 0.01 for hVECs). (b) The magnitude of torque of hVECs and C2C12 myoblasts in CW direction, |Tcw| (n = 782, 567), or in CCW direction,
|Tccw| (n = 1423, 357) (mean ± SEM). (c) When cultured on alternating stripes of cell-adherent (fibronectin) and cell-repellent (pluronic)
substrates, for cells adjacent to the stripe boundary, the cell polarity was classified by the location of pericentrin (green) in quadrants of Right
Out, Right In, Left Out, and Left In relative to the nucleus (blue). The horizontal axis refers to the orientation of the substrate boundary. (d)
The distribution of cell polarity (triplicated experiments; total number of cells = 1137, 1504, and 1867 for NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, hVECs, and
C2C12 cells, respectively).
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(Figure 2d). Consistently, the CCW bias of hVECs and CW
bias of C2C12 myoblasts also led to a rightward and leftward
polarity, respectively (Figure 2d). Moreover, by studying the
cell orientation with respect to the horizontally aligned stripe
boundary, consistently, we also found a rightward bias in NIH
3T3 fibroblasts and hVECs and a leftward bias in C2C12
myoblasts (Figure S7). Importantly, our result agrees with the
literatures that NIH 3T3 and hVECs has the same LR-biased
direction other than that of C2C12 myoblasts.16 Together, it
suggests that the LR-biased cellular torque is cell-type
dependent and associated with other types of LR asymmetry.
Actin Ring Plays an Important Role in Regulating the

LR-Biased Cellular Torque. The nanowire magnetoscope can
be easily integrated with conventional assays for more
comprehensive characterization, as this system allows bio-
chemical treatments on cells and monitoring them under a
microscope. As a demonstration, we integrated it with
pharmacological inhibitors to elucidate the role of actin,
which is closely related to cell contractility,27,38 and likely
related to the LR bias of cellular torque. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts
on optimized settings (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000 μm2) were
used for this study because they exhibited the greatest

magnitude and LR bias of torque (Figure 1f, Figure 2b and
Figure S8). Two kinds of actin inhibitors, Y27632 that inhibits
the upstream Rho-associated kinase (ROCK) and cytochalasin
D that prevents actin polymerization, were used. Remarkably,
the LR bias was suppressed when treated with Y27632 and
neutralized when treated with cytochalansin D (Figure 3a). The
magnitude of torque, |Tcw| or |Tccw|, decreased after either
treatment, although |Tccw| was still greater than |Tcw| (Figure
3b). Thus, the treatment of actin inhibitors abolished the LR
bias and suppressed the magnitude of cellular torque.
Fluorescence labeling and image stacking with registration

can be further integrated with the nanowire magnetoscope to
create a heat map distribution of intracellular components, e.g.,
actin, and investigate their roles. The results showed that there
exists a ring structure composed of two classes of actin
filaments: radial fibers and transverse arcs.39,40 Transverse arcs
are curved actin filaments in parallel with cell periphery, while
radial fibers are actin filaments that intersect with transverse
arcs and point toward the periphery (Figure 4a). After image
stacking, there was a clear actin ring around the cell periphery,
suggesting the dominance of transverse arcs and radial fibers
(Figure 4b). However, such ring structure and actin filaments

Figure 3. LR bias of cellular torque abolished by actin inhibitor. (a) Histogram of the cellular torque of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts treated with actin
inhibitor cytochalasin D or Y27632 (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000 μm2), and the percentages of cells with CW or CCW bias (mean ± SD). (b)
The magnitude of torque of nontreated, cytochalasin D-treated, or Y27632-treated NIH 3T3 fibroblasts in CW direction, |Tcw| (n = 757, 634,
823), or in CCW direction, |Tccw| (n = 1259, 542, 794) (mean ± SEM).

Figure 4. An actin ring underlying the LR bias of cellular torque. (a) Confocal microscopy image of actin filaments (white) of a cell on a
circular pattern showing a ring structure composed of transverse arcs (red) and radial fibers (yellow). (b) Confocal microscopy images of the
actin filaments of nontreated, cytochalasin D-treated or Y27632-treated NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (left) and the heat map of actin distribution after
image stacking (right). (c) The percentage of nontreated (n = 50) and Y27632-treated (n = 50) NIH 3T3 fibroblasts showing transverse arcs
or radial fibers. (d) Curves of actin distribution with respect to the radial axis of nontreated, cytochalasin D-treated or Y27632-treated NIH
3T3 fibroblasts. By dividing the heat maps into 100 concentric ring regions (right), the mean fluorescence intensity of each ring region was
plotted with respect to its radius (left).
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were fully dissembled in cells treated with cytochalasin D
(Figure 4b). For Y27632-treated cells, the actin ring was also
significantly suppressed (Figure 4b), and the percentages of
cells having either transverse arcs or radial fibers were both
decreased (Figure 4c). Moreover, by dividing the heat maps
into 100 concentric ring regions, the average intensity in each
ring region with respect to its radius showed a distinct peak
representing the actin ring in nontreated cells. This peak was
reduced in Y27632-treated cells and disappeared in cytochalasin

D-treated cells (Figure 4d). Consequently, since LR bias and
actin ring were both abolished after treating the inhibitors, the
actin ring may determine the LR bias of cellular torque.
Additionally, by altering the shape of cell-adherent islands,

the role of actin ring can be further elucidated. While
maintaining the area constant, the circular shape was partially
or fully elongated into ellipse with aspect ratio (AR) at 2:3 or
1:4, respectively. Comparing to cells on circular islands that
have actin forming a ring shape (Figure 5a), the actin ring was

Figure 5. Actin ring of cells spreading on islands with different aspect ratio (AR). Confocal microscopy images of actin filaments of NIH 3T3
fibroblasts (left), the heat map of actin distribution after image stacking (middle), and its actin distribution along x- or y-axis across the
centroid (right) of cells on (a) nonelongated, circular islands, (b) partially elongated islands (AR = 2:3) and (c) fully elongated islands (AR =
1:4).

Figure 6. LR-biased cellular torque of cells spreading on elongated islands. (a−d) Histogram of the cellular torque of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on
elongated cell-adherent islands with aspect ratio (AR) at 2:3 (a, c) or 1:4 (b, d), and the percentages of cells with CW or CCW bias (mean ±
SD, P ≤ 0.05 for AR = 2:3). The long axis was placed either perpendicular (a, b) or parallel (c, d) to the magnetic field B⃗. (e) The magnitude
of torque of circular, 2:3 elongated (perpendicular to B⃗), 1:4 elongated (perpendicular to B⃗), 2:3 elongated (parallel to B⃗), 1:4 elongated
(parallel to B⃗) NIH 3T3 fibroblasts in CW direction, |Tcw| (n = 757, 648, 796, 778, 992), or in CCW direction, |Tccw| (n = 1259, 1016, 947,
923, 1108) (mean ± SEM).
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thinner but still observable on partially elongated islands (AR =
2:3) (Figure 5b). In contrast, on fully elongated island (AR =
1:4), the actin ring discontinued at the short edge such that the
ring structure was broken into two clusters of linear fibers
aligning along the long edges (Figure 5c). To further highlight
the difference, we plotted the actin distribution along the x- and
y-axis across the centroid of cells (Figure 5a−c). We can clearly
see that for cells on circular and 2:3-elongated islands, there
were dual peaks of actin distribution along the x- and y-axis,
indicating that the actin ring continuously appeared along the
circumference. However, for cells on 1:4-elongated islands,
while the dual peaks were still observed in actin distribution
along the y-axis, the peaks disappeared along the x-axis,
indicating that the actin ring was broken and discontinued.
We next applied the nanowire magnetoscope to study the

cellular torque on elongated islands. We found that the LR bias
was less significant in cells on partially elongated islands (AR =
2:3) and neutralized on fully elongated islands (AR = 1:4)
(Figure 6a−d). This change of LR bias was consistently
observed when the long axis of elongate cells was perpendicular
(Figure 6a,b) or parallel (Figure 6c,d) to B⃗. Thus, it validates
that the actin ring is required for the LR bias. Moreover, for
partially elongated cells (AR = 2:3), the magnitude of torque
was reduced regardless the orientation of long axis (Figure 6e).
This suppression of torque magnitude may be due to the
thinner actin ring in partially elongated cells (Figure 5b). In
contrast, for fully elongated cells (AR = 1:4), the magnitude of
torque increased when the long axis was perpendicular to B⃗ but
reduced when the long axis was parallel to B⃗. We reason that
the fully elongated shape and the presence of linear fibers may
make the nanowires preferably aligning with the long axis,
therefore constraining the nanowire rotation and affecting the
torque exhibition. Altogether, these findings conclude that the
actin ring is necessary for revealing the LR bias in cellular
torque. This result may further explain why the cellular torque
cannot be observed with consistent and definite LR bias in
conventional culture wells (Figure S9), in which the
unbounded cell shape changes dynamically such that the
actin ring cannot be consistently organized, veiling the intrinsic
LR bias.
Discussion. In this paper, we developed a nanowire-based

platform that can quantitatively measure the cellular torque
with LR bias. Although the expression of chirality is essential
for this measurement, how it is induced by nanowire
internalization is not fully understood (Figure S3). Recent
research indicates that nanoparticles may generate reactive
oxygen species that affect cell behaviors such as viability.33,41

More importantly, internalization of nanoparticles is also
related to LR asymmetry of cells. When cells were cultured
on ring-shape substrate, internalization of carbon nanotubes
mediated oxidative stress which thickened and rearranged the
actin filaments toward cell periphery, eventually leading to the
loss of chiral migration.18 In our experiment, we also found that
the actin filaments were intensified after nanowire internal-
ization. Comparing cells with nanowires to cells without
nanowires, although the spatial distribution of actin filaments
remained similar (Figure 4b and Figure S10a), the fluorescence
intensity of actin in cells indeed increased after nanowire
internalization (Figure S10b). This increase was observed even
with the treatment of actin inhibitor cytochalasin D or Y27632.
This result is consistent with our previous findings that the
cellular LR asymmetry was induced in response to the
accumulation of actin stress fibers when cells were migrating

across a substrate interface.17 Hence, we speculate that this
enhanced chiral movement upon nanowire internalization is
because of the increased assembly of actin filaments essential
for the exhibition of LR bias.
Using the quantitatively measured torque and the analysis of

subcellular actin distribution, we found that an actin ring
composed of transverse arcs and radial fibers is the key factor
determining the LR bias of the cellular torque. By comparing
the results of two different approaches that disrupt different
aspects of actin ring, i.e., disassembly of actin filaments by actin
inhibitor or discontinuity of actin ring by cell shape change, the
LR bias was all abolished. These results collectively suggest that
the actin ring is essential for the exhibition of LR bias in cellular
torque. This finding is also consistent with the literature,20 in
which radial fibers were unidirectional tilted accompanying with
a tangential shift in the retrograde movement of transverse arcs
and centripetally growing radial fibers. Thus, the LR bias of
cellular torque could be a result of the rotational movement of
actin ring that generates a CW or CCW offset. In addition,
since the rate of actin’s retrograde flow should be similar in one
cell type, this may explain the reason why the magnitude of |
Tcw| and |Tccw| was similar, even though the percentage of CW-
or CCW-biased cells were significantly different.
Notably, our result indicated that this LR-biased torque is

cell-type dependent and associated with other LR asymmetry. It
suggested that the rotational movement of transverse arcs may
be also biased in CW or CCW direction depending on cell
types. Such rotational movement can be considered as the
tangential shift along the boundary of circular pattern. Thus,
when cultured on cell-adherent stripes, we speculate that the
assembling process of stress fibers may involve the tangential
shift of transverse arcs along the stripe boundary, which
subsequently drives a lateral shift of intracellular apparatus and
causes the LR-biased cell polarity. Ultimately, via a series of
cell−cell interaction and LR-biased migration, the LR-biased
cell polarity then leads to the cell orientation with specific LR as
described previously.42

Furthermore, we also found that, for cells on conventional
culture wells (Figure S9), the LR bias was insignificant.
Referring to the result from cells on circular or elongated
islands, it is clear that the actin ring in circular cells is essential
for the exhibition of LR bias. This may potentially explain the
inconsistent LR bias observed from cells cultured without
boundary constraint, in which cell shape changes dynamically
such that the actin ring cannot be consistently organized. Thus,
the cell movement, which combined both the LR-biased
motion by actin ring and the nonbiased motion by linear stress
fibers, should therefore be indefinite and inconsistent in their
LR bias, even if the nanowire is internalized.
To investigate the potential correlation between the chiral

alignment of radial fibers and the cellular torque, NIH 3T3
fibroblasts on circular islands (B⃗ = 30 G, island area = 3000
μm2) were fixed at the end of 3-h duration for analysis. Our
result showed that only 22.38% of cells exhibited the chiral
orientation of radial fibers, which is consistent with the findings
that chiral swirling stage of actin fibers only occurs for several
hours within the 12 h of recorded period.20 For the cells with
chiral orientation, 66% of them were CCW-biased, which is
consistent with the CCW-biased torque of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts
(Figure S11a). Interesting, however, the direction of actin
chirality does not fully match the generated cellular torque at
that snapshot (Figure S11b). Since both cellular torque and
actin chirality are dynamically changing in every sec, this
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mismatch may be due to the phase difference between the
generation of cellular torque and the tilted orientation of radial
fibers.

CONCLUSION

Mechanical force is pervasive in regulating cell physiology and
morphogenesis. The dependence of LR asymmetry on
actomyosin activity suggests an existence of cellular force
with LR bias, but it is yet to be found. In this paper, we report a
nanowire magnetoscope that reveals a LR-biased cellular torque
based on internalized nanowires rotating within a uniform and
horizontal magnetic field. Importantly, this torque is LR-biased
depending on cell types, and associated with other types of LR
asymmetry such as cell LR polarity and orientation. Moreover,
using the quantitatively measured torque and the analysis of
subcellular actin distribution, we found that an actin ring
composed of transverse arcs and radial fibers is the key factor
determining the LR bias of cellular torque. To our knowledge,
it is a first demonstration of LR-biased torque generated by
cells, which is clearly independent of other biophysical
characteristics such as the widely studied cell contractility. As
cell mechanics regulates many physiological behaviors, cellular
torque may also play a role and opens up possibilities for
mechanobiology and stem cell research. In addition, the
identification of actin ring as the key factor in the LR bias of
cellular torque reveals the origin of cytoskeletal chirality and
provides a mechanistic insight of cytoskeletal structure.
Furthermore, the existence of such torque indicates that there
may be mechanical interactions of cells between their
neighboring cells or substrates necessary to unfold the cellular
torque to the LR asymmetry in tissue architecture. The
nanowire magnetoscope, as a universal platform applicable to
most cell types, can therefore be applied to trace the cellular
torque, enabling the study of the regulatory mechanism in the
developmental process and tissue regeneration in the future.

METHODS
Cell Culture and Treatment. Three cell types, NIH 3T3 mouse

fibroblasts, C2C12 mouse myoblasts, and hVECs were used. For NIH
3T3 fibroblasts, the growth medium is Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium/Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F-12) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (PS).
For C2C12 myoblasts, the medium is DMEM (4 mM L-glutamine,
4500 mg/L glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 1.5 g/L sodium
bicarbonate) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% PS. The hVECs
were cultured in Endothelial Cell Growth Medium (Lonza). For
treatments of actin inhibition, 1 μM of cytochalasin D (Thermo
Fisher) or 10 μM Y27632 (Alexis) were applied to the cell culture.
Nanowire Synthesis, Separation and Characterization.

Ferromagnetic nickel nanowires were synthesized by electrochemical
deposition. We used a two-electrode electrochemical system. A nickel
wire with 1.0 mm diameter (Alfa Aesar) was used as counter electrode.
Alumina filter membrane with 100 nm pores was used as the template
(Whatman). With Ga−In alloy (Sigma) coated on one side, the
membrane can be electro-conductive to a copper sheet, which serves
as the working electrode. Nickel was electroplated into those pores in
electrolyte containing 20 g/L nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate, 515 g/L
nickel(II) sulfamate tetrahydrate, and 20 g/L boric acid. The voltage
was supplied and controlled by a DC power supply (GW Instek). The
whole reaction was carried out at room temperature without stirring or
other special treatment. After 15 min deposition under 15v DC
voltage, we can yield the nanowires with the length of 8.87 ± 1.53 μm
and diameter of 280 ± 63 nm (mean ± SD), as measured by scanning
electron microscope (JSM-5600, JEOL). Next, concentrated nitric acid
was used to remove the Ga−In alloy film, followed by dissolving the

template in 70 °C KOH bath (pH = 12.8) overnight with
ultrasonication applied occasionally. At last, the nanowires were
sterilized and stored in absolute ethanol. To resuspend and separate
nanowires, the nanowires were first immersed in 1% Tween-20
solution and vortex for 30 min. After rinsing with 0.5% Tween-20 for
three times, the nanowires were resuspended in 0.05% Tween-20
solution. Before applying to cell culture, the nanowires were rinsed
with fresh culture media for three times with occasional ultrasonication
to ensure that the solution was fully refreshed. For each transfer
procedure, we used a permanent magnet to collect the nanowires,
followed by removing the supernatant and replenishing with fresh
solution. Transmission electron microscopy (JEM-2100F, JEOL) and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (X-MANN, Oxford Instrument)
showed that the nanowires are single crystalline without oxidation, and
the lattice space is 0.26 nm, which is comparable to (111) plane’s
interplanar distance of Ni structure (Figure S12) and consistent with
previous literatures that used electrochemical deposition in alumina
filter membrane.43−45

Micropatterning. Photolithography was used to control cell shape
and spreading. Fibronectin, one of extracellular protein for cell
attachment,46 was used for cell-adherent islands, while pluronic, a
nonionic copolymer surfactant, which can bind with hydrophobic
surface therefore block the protein adsorption and cell adhesion,47 was
used for cell-repellent regions. Glass slides were cleaned by acidic bath
(H2SO4:H2O2 = 3:1) at 100 °C for 20−40 min, followed by rinsing
with DI water and drying by compressed air flow. After dehydration
baking using a silicon wafer hot plate (SawaTec) at 120 °C for 5 min,
the slides were coated with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS, Sigma) for
8 min at room temperature. Positive photoresist AZ 5214 (AZ
Electronic Materials) was spin-coated on the slides by 3000 rpm for 30
s with 1000 ramping to form a ∼1 μm thin layer, and then soft baked
at 100 °C for 2 min. After exposed under UV light (5 mW/cm2) for
120 s through a photomask aligner (Optical Associates), the
photoresist pattern was developed using the developer (AZ400K:DI
water = 1:2) for 10 s for each chip to remove the exposed AZ 5214
photoresist. A 2 min plasma treatment (air plasma, 200 W, 500 mTorr,
Harrick Plasma) was followed to remove the residual photoresist and
HMDS in the exposed regions. Next, the slides were coated with
HMDS again for 8 min. Fifty μg/mL fibronectin solution (Thermos
Fisher) was then used to coat on the chip for 30 min as fibronectin can
be adsorbed on HMDS substrate and form the cell-adherent islands.
Afterward, the undeveloped photoresist was removed by absolute
ethanol with sufficiently rinsing and ultrasonication (80W, 5 s per
pulse). Finally, the slides were dried with compressed air flow and
stored in 4 °C refrigerator. Immediately before plating cells, 1%
pluronic (Sigma) was coated on the chip for 30 min to form the cell-
repellent region.

Nanowire Magnetoscope for Measurement of Cellular
Torque. Cell-adherent islands were designed as circles with areas of
2000−5000 μm2. The circular patterns were also elongated as ellipse
such that the aspect ratio was changed to 1:4 or 2:3. The cells were
seeded on the chip with the same number of patterns to facilitate
single cells on single patterns. For experiments on conventional culture
wells, cells were plated at a density of 1600 cells per cm2. After 3 h for
cell settlement, cells were either nontreated or treated with
cytochalasin D or Y27632 for 1 h. Next, the cell culture dish was
placed in Chamlide TC incubator system (Live Cell Instrument)
perfused with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. A pair of permanent magnet was
placed around the culture dish to create a uniform and horizontal
magnetic field with B⃗ = 30 G, 21 G or 11.5G. Nickel nanowires were
then deposited into cell culture at wires to cell ratio at 10:1. Forty min
after nanowire deposition, the nanowires’ rotation was monitored and
captured using Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope. Only single cells fully
spreading on cell-adherent islands with single nanowires internalized
were selected for analysis. We analyzed the rotational angles of
nanowires in three cell types in regular culture condition or treated
with cytochalasin D or Y27632. Using the time-lapse microscopy, the
rotational angles of nanowires, which were used to derive the cellular
torque, were recorded at every 9 min, To elucidate the LR bias, the
torque representing each single cell was calculated based on the
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averaged torque measured within the single cell during the entire time
course. We analyzed the percentage of cells with CCW and CW bias
based on multiple independent experiments that involve different
number of cells. The percentages of cells with CCW or CW bias were
obtained in each experiment, and the value was averaged across
different experiment (mean ± SD). The difference between CCW and
CW bias was then analyzed by student t test to evaluate the statistical
significance of LR bias. For the magnitude, we used the absolute
torque at either direction (CW or CCW) of each snapshot of all cells
to calculate the |Tcw| and |Tccw|.
Cell Viability. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were cultured on 3000 μm2

circular pattern. Ten min after nanowire deposition, the cells were
incubated with 1 μM DEVD-NucView488 (Biotium) and imaged
within 0.5−6 h. Among the population of single cells with single
nanowires, the cell viability was obtained based on the percentage of
cells without fluorescence staining in the nucleus.
Cell Polarity. For the cell polarity assay, micropatterned cell-

adherent stripes with 300 μm width were used, where cells were
seeded at the density of 50000 cells per 2 × 2 cm2 and cultured in 5%
CO2 at 37 °C humidified incubator for 12 h. Afterward, cells were fixed
by −30 °C methanol for 15 min and blocked by Image-iT FX signal
enhancer (Thermo Fisher) for 30 min. Next, the rabbit antipericentrin
(1:500, Covance) was applied for 1 h at room temperature, followed
by goat antirabbit antibody (1:1000, Thermo Fisher) for 30 min and
DAPI (300 nM, Thermo Fisher) staining for 10 min. At last, the
samples were mounted by Fluoromount-G Slide Mounting Medium
(Electron Microscopy Sciences), and the fluorescence images were
taken by the inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon). By orienting
the stripe boundary horizontally, the polarity was determined by the
location of pericentrin in quadrants of Right Out, Right In, Left Out,
and Left In relative to nucleus for cells adjacent to the stripe boundary.
Cell Orientation. Cell orientation assay were performed on

micropatterned cell-adherent stripes with 300 μm width. NIH 3T3
fibroblasts, human vascular endothelial cells (hVECs), or C2C12
myoblasts were seeded at the final density of 93895 cells, 44000 cells
and 58200 cells per cm2 respectively and cultured in 5% CO2 at 37 °C
humidified incubator for 12 h. Afterward, cells were fixed by 4%
paraformaldehyde for 15 min at 4 °C and stained with DAPI (300 nM,
Thermo Fisher) for 10 min. At last, the samples were mounted by
Fluoromount-G Slide Mounting Medium (Electron Microscopy
Sciences), and the fluorescence images were acquired by the inverted
fluorescence microscope (Nikon). By placing the stripes horizontally,
the cell orientation was determined by the angle of nucleus’s long axis
relative to the stripe boundary as either rightward (+) or leftward (−),
φ. The orientation angle was analyzed by the regionprops function of
MATLAB.
Live Nucleus Rotation Analysis. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were

cultured on 3000 μm2 circular pattern and incubated with 10 μg/mL
bisBenzimide H 33342 trihydrochloride (Sigma) for 30 min to obtain
the fluorescence staining of nucleus. Cells were cultured in Chamlide
TC incubator system perfused with 5% CO2 at 37 °C and imaged
using Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope at every 9 min for 3 h. The
angular orientation of the nucleus’ long axis was analyzed by the
regionprops function of MATLAB. To characterize the cell rotation,
the transient angular velocity of the nucleus’ long-axis was calculated
using the formula:
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To elucidate the LR bias, the angular velocity representing each
single cell was calculated based on the averaged transient velocity
measured within a single cell during the entire time course. We
analyzed the percentage of cells with CCW and CW bias based on
multiple independent experiments that involve different number of
cells. The percentages of cells with CCW or CW bias were obtained in
each experiment, and the value was then averaged across different
experiment (mean ± SD). The difference between CCW and CW bias
was then analyzed by student t test to evaluate the statistical
significance of LR bias. For the magnitude of velocity, we used the

absolute value of transient velocity at each snapshot of all cells to
calculate.

Fluorescence Labeling of Actin Filaments. NIH 3T3
fibroblasts were seeded on 3000 μm2 circular pattern or elongated
patterns with the aspect ratio as 1:4, or 2:3. After 3 h for cell
settlement, cells were either nontreated or treated with cytochalasin D
or Y27632 for 1 h, followed by incubation with or without nanowire
for 40 min. Afterward, cells were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde for 15
min at 4 °C and permeabilized using 0.2% Triton X-100 for 10 min.
Image-iT FX signal enhancer was subsequently applied for 30 min.
The actin filaments was labeled by rhodamine phalloidin (1:40,
Thermo Fisher) for 1 h, followed by staining with DAPI (300 nM,
Thermo Fisher) for 10 min and mounted by Fluoromount-G Slide
Mounting Medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The images were
captured by a confocal microscope (Leica) or an inverted fluorescence
microscope (Nikon). As nickel nanowire is light-tight, their image can
be captured by the reflected light with the excitation wavelength. To
analyze the distribution of actin filaments, ∼50 images for each case
were taken and stacked in MATLAB. Using the Regionprops
functions, the cells were isolated from the background, and then the
centroids of each cell were used as the registration marker, followed by
normalization according to cell number to obtain an average grayscale
image showing the distribution of actin filaments.
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